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ABSTRACT

Background: Information and communication technologies (ICT)
 are key to optimizing the outcomes of the Chronic Care Model
 (CCM), currently acknowledged as the best synthesis of
 available evidence for chronic illness prevention and
 management. At the same time, CCM can offer a needed
 framework for increasing the relevance and feasibility of ICT
 innovation and research in health care. Little is known about how
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 and to what extent CCM and ICT research inform each other to
 leverage mutual strengths. The current study examines: What
 characterizes work being done at the crossroads of CCM and
 ICT research and innovation?

Objective: Our aim is identify the gaps and potential that lie
 between the research domains CCM and ICT, thus enabling
 more substantive questions and opportunities for accelerating
 improvements in ICT-supported chronic care.

Methods: Using a scoping study approach, we developed a
 search strategy applied to medical and technical databases
 resulting in 1054 titles and abstracts that address CCM and ICT.
 After iteratively adapting our inclusion/exclusion criteria to
 balance between breadth and feasibility, 26 publications from 20
 studies were found to fulfll our criteria. Following initial coding of
 each article according to predefned categories (eg, type of
 article, CCM component, ICT, health issue), a 1st level analysis
 was conducted resulting in a broad range of categories. These
 were gradually reduced by constantly comparing them for
 underlying commonalities and discrepancies.

Results: None of the studies included were from technical
 databases and interventions relied mostly on “old-fashioned”
 technologies. Technologies supporting “productive interactions”
 were often one-way (provider to patient), and it was sometimes
 diffcult to decipher how CCM was guiding intervention design. In
 particular, the major focus on ICT to support providers did not
 appear unique to the challenges of chronic care. Challenges in
 facilitating CCM components through ICT included poorly
 designed user interfaces, digital divide issues, and lack of
 integration with existing infrastructure.

Conclusions: The CCM is a highly infuential guide for health
 care development, which recognizes the need for alignment of
 system tools such as ICT. Yet, there seem to be alarmingly few
 touch points between the subject felds of “health service
 development” and “ICT-innovation”. Bridging these gaps needs
 explicit and urgent attention as the synergies between these
 domains have enormous potential. Policy makers and funding
 agencies need to facilitate the joining of forces between high-
tech innovative expertise and experts in the chronic care system
 redesign that is required for tackling the current epidemic of long-
term multiple conditions.

J Med Internet Res 2015;17(2):e25
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Introduction

One of the biggest health care challenges worldwide is the
 growing number of persons with chronic or lifestyle-related
 illness, which is threatening the infrastructure of health care
 systems by rising demands and unsustainable costs [1]. Today’s
 fragmented service delivery between levels of care is partly
 blamed for the escalation of health care costs seen
 internationally. The Chronic Care Model (CCM) is acknowledged
 currently as the best synthesis of available evidence for chronic
 illness prevention and management interventions [2,3] (see
 Figure 1). Since launched by Wagner and colleagues in the late
 1990s [4,5], the model has been extensively elaborated and
 expanded upon, for example, by the World Health Organization
 to highlight macro issues related to population health and health
 promotion [6,7].

Nevertheless, the basic components of the original CCM remain
 core to modern chronic care system redesign of clinical
 practices. The model comprises six components, each of which
 are supported by evidence as contributing toward productive
 patient-provider interactions and improved outcomes.

While questions still remain about whether sequential versus full
 implementation of the components are associated with
 differences in outcomes [2], orchestration of the six components
 are assessed in terms of how well they support productive
 interactions between the informed, activated patient and the
 prepared proactive practice team. Key to the model is an
 acknowledgement of the patient’s own role in self-management
 as a vital, but under-focused, resource in chronic care. This
 entails a fundamental shift for health care that is traditionally built
 around acute, episodic encounters. Long-term and individualized
 support for self-management, in partnership with a proactive
 (rather than reactive) multi-professional team, is thus a central
 feature of this model and the evidence that supports it [8].

http://www.jmir.org/search/searchResult?field%5B%5D=keyword&criteria%5B%5D=chronic care model
http://www.jmir.org/search/searchResult?field%5B%5D=keyword&criteria%5B%5D=chronic disease management
http://www.jmir.org/search/searchResult?field%5B%5D=keyword&criteria%5B%5D=information and communication technology
http://www.jmir.org/search/searchResult?field%5B%5D=keyword&criteria%5B%5D=information and communication technology
http://www.jmir.org/search/searchResult?field%5B%5D=keyword&criteria%5B%5D=telemedicine
http://www.jmir.org/search/searchResult?field%5B%5D=keyword&criteria%5B%5D=ehealth
http://www.jmir.org/search/searchResult?field%5B%5D=keyword&criteria%5B%5D=computer science
http://www.jmir.org/search/searchResult?field%5B%5D=keyword&criteria%5B%5D=computer science
http://www.jmir.org/search/searchResult?field%5B%5D=keyword&criteria%5B%5D=medical informatics
http://www.jmir.org/search/searchResult?field%5B%5D=keyword&criteria%5B%5D=scoping review
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Information and communication technologies (ICT) are becoming
 ubiquitous to the information infrastructure of health care. While
 the CCM-component “clinical information systems” (electronic
 medical records, disease registries) is by defnition ICT-based,
 several call for increased use of ICT to facilitate implementation
 and fdelity of the other CCM-components [9,10]. Advancements
 in the technological domains of computer science and
 information technology are fast-paced, as indicated by the last
 10-20 years of high-tech products that have altered everyday life
 in Western civilization. Indeed, the market of direct-to-consumer
 mobile health and wellness products and apps is estimated to
 reach US $26 billion globally by 2017 [11]. Similar developments
 are gaining momentum under headings such as “assisted or
 independent living” and “welfare technologies” [12], many of
 which are potentially well-suited for patient-centric solutions
 within a CCM framework.

Nevertheless, similar to the gap between medical evidence and
 practice [13], there is a gap between technological research and
 innovation, and applications in health care. This is evident in that
 telemedicine and eHealth systems with documented benefts
 often fail to become incorporated into routine clinical practice
 [14]. Explanations offered include a mismatch between accepted
 methods in medicine (eg, randomized controlled trials) and the
 socio-technical nature of ICT systems, as well as a neglect in
 medical informatics and telemedicine to articulate theoretical
 rationales for the systems they design and expected outcomes.
 This undermines an ability to communicate between
 stakeholders, prioritize innovations, sort out critical variables in
 adapting them, and explain successful and unsuccessful
 outcomes [15]. Others note a lack of attention to contextual
 issues during implementation [14]. Thus, while many ICT
 innovations may be well-suited for facilitating CCM, they often
 end as pilots, detached from the broader movement toward
 improving chronic care in line with available evidence.

Arguably, CCM represents a type of framework that can aid in
 increasing the relevance and implementation of technological
 research and innovation to health care. First, it is comprehensive
 as well as intuitive, thus enabling a common language that may
 bridge the communication diffculties between health care
 stakeholders (patients, providers, funders) and technologists.
 Second, often framed as quality improvement, CCM can be
 linked to approaches that health care professionals are
 increasingly acquainted with (quality collaborative, breakthrough
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 methodologies) and that are well-suited for ICT implementations
 [16-18]. Third, as the evidence-base of CCM increases, an
 increasing number of national and regional health care
 organizations are redesigning their health care services in
 accordance with CCM [2]. This provides a broader and more
 cohesive framework for the piloting and implementation of large-
scale trials of innovative ICT applications. Further, while some
 ICT applications may only target one or two CCM components,
 adherence to the CCM framework should nevertheless enable
 better integration between applications supporting the other
 components.

These observations led us to examine the state of work being
 done at the crossroads of CCM and ICT research domains by
 examining how ICT is used to support the six domains of the
 CCM. Our overall motivation is identify the gaps and potential
 that lie between these research domains, thus enabling more
 substantive questions and opportunities for accelerating
 improvements in ICT-supported chronic care.


Figure 1. The Chronic Care Model. (Reprinted with permission
 from American College of Physicians).
View this fgure

Methods

Study Design

A scoping study approach is a type of review that helps rapidly
 identify gaps in existing literature and points out areas worth
 further attention [19,20]. We initially considered conducting a
 broader scope of the chronic care literature than CCM. It became

http://www.jmir.org/article/viewFile/3547/1/52088
http://www.jmir.org/article/viewFile/3547/1/52088
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 readily apparent, however, that inclusion of related concepts
 (chronic care, integrated care, coordinated care, disease
 management, shared decision making) resulted in a magnitude
 of literature that was unlikely to offer the types of insights we
 were seeking, even if we had the resources to analyze it
 conscientiously. This included extensions of CCM such as that of
 the World Health Organization, which emphasizes public health
 and health promotion in communities [6]. Our specifc interest in
 clinical system redesign, coupled with the above arguments
 about the role of models such as CCM in facilitating stakeholder
 communication, led us to limit our focus to the basic CCM
 components. The process of determining inclusion and exclusion
 criteria was a team process that evolved iteratively during the
 initial broad searches of key concepts.

The following inclusion and exclusion criteria were applied.
 Inclusion criteria were: (1) a general focus that is apparent in the
 abstract on both CCM-theory/ implementation/ practice within a
 health care setting, and ICT-research and innovation, including
 innovative use of mature ICT-tools, with a purpose of supporting
 CCM-practice, and (2) any type of study (review, feld study,
 theoretical analysis, randomized controlled trials). Exclusion
 criteria were: (1) papers where the CCM or ICT innovation was
 only peripherally mentioned and was not integral to the main
 focus of the paper, (2) protocols or abstracts not followed by a
 peer-reviewed full text publication, (3) commentaries, editorials,
 letters, and (4) technical feasibility trials. (See Figure 2.)


Figure 2. Flow chart of search results.
View this fgure

http://www.jmir.org/article/viewFile/3547/1/53245
http://www.jmir.org/article/viewFile/3547/1/53245
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Information Sources and Search Strategy

The “Chronic Care Model” was used as the main search term
 combined with ICT. However, similar to what Coleman found [ 2],
 variations in nomenclature used by authors and imprecise
 descriptions of interventions made it diffcult to meaningfully
 identify CCM-based interventions. Thus, to facilitate the search
 for and collection of relevant articles, we used the Science
 Citation Index-Web of Knowledge search tool to gather articles
 that cite one of fve seminal articles [4,21-24] that together
 originally described the CCM.

In other databases, we searched for English-language
 publications in a selection of medical/health (Medline, Embase,
 PsycINFO, Cinahl, and Cochrane Library) and technical (IEEE,
 ACM Digital Libraries) databases. In the medical/health
 databases, any paper that included a title, abstract, or keyword
 referring to ICT-synonyms was considered to be a health ICT-
paper. In technical databases, we considered the subset of
 papers with a health focus to be health ICT-papers either
 including health-ICT synonyms (eg, health informatics,
 telemedicine), subject headings, title, or abstract such as
 “telemedicine”, or papers including a “health” synonym. See
 Multimedia Appendix 1 for a complete list of search terms. The
 frst search was conducted in October 2011, and last updated in
 October 2013.

Review of Eligible Papers

Search results were exported to EndNote (X6) (Thomson
 Reuters, Carlsbad, CA, USA) for merging of databases,
 identifcation and deletion of duplicates, and review
 management. Papers that were identifed by database search
 algorithms as belonging to both the CCM and the health-ICT
 domain were collected in one common reference database for all
 CCM and health ICT-papers. In all, 1054 references were
 identifed in all eight databases, of which 358 were identifed as
 duplicates, and 22 excluded due to unavailability in the form of
 an abstract or full text, leaving 674 unique references eligible for
 abstract evaluation. In line with scoping studies [19], inclusion
 was not restricted to specifc types of studies (eg, qualitative and
 quantitative), participants, types of intervention, or type of
 outcome.

A total of 122 articles were compliant with the above criteria and
 retrieved in full text for evaluation of eligibility.
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Study Selection and Data Collection Process

If the publication did not have an abstract or the abstract was
 unclear with respect to the degree of CCM focus, the full text was
 retrieved. Otherwise, eligibility of all papers was primarily based
 on abstract evaluation.

The validity and reliability of the above inclusion/exclusion criteria
 was tested in a subset of 40 full-text references that were
 reviewed both in abstract and in full text, independently by two
 authors (DG/GB). Of 40 papers, both DG and GB agreed on
 inclusion of nine papers, exclusion of 30 papers, and disagreed
 on one paper. Further evaluation of inclusions were done by GB
 alone, and discussed with DG in cases of ambiguity. The two
 authors (ATK and KS) extracted data based on the inclusion and
 exclusion criteria into a structured spreadsheet. All
 disagreements were resolved by consensus discussion and four
 articles were discussed in a mini workshop by four authors (ATK,
 GB, KS, DG) for the fnal inclusion decision.

When authors reported primary and secondary analyses from the
 same study in two separate articles, we present them as one
 study and two articles.

Data Extraction and Management

Authors ATK or KS extracted the following variables from each
 included article: (1) eligibility criteria, (2) study design, (3)
 methodology, (4) target groups and topics, (5) the type of ICT
 used, (6) how the study integrated CCM and all its components,
 (7) the scale of the implementation, and (8) outcome measures
 and results relevant to the CCM-ICT implementation.

Analysis Process

In line with scoping studies and the aim of this study, we
 combined quantitative and qualitative analysis of selected
 articles resulting in both a descriptive numerical summary and a
 thematic analysis [19]. Predefned descriptive categories were
 applied to the initial coding of all articles: to type of article (eg,
 conceptual and intervention study), topic (eg, disease,
 technology, patient, provider, both), and issues addressed. All
 included articles were then examined by ATK and KS using a
 qualitative content analysis approach [25] resulting in a broad
 range of dimensions and categories. These were gradually
 reduced by constantly comparing them for underlying
 commonalities and discrepancies. Analysis notes and emerging
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 categories were linked to the articles and concepts supporting
 each category. This allowed co-authors (DG, KS, GB, and CR) to
 discuss categories and alternative descriptions, although this
 was only done when co-authors did not intuitively understand the
 proposed categories. Any disagreement between the reviewers
 was resolved by consensus discussions.

Results

Descriptive Numerical Summary

The 26 included publications described 20 different studies, all of
 which were from medical databases. A total of 80% (16/20) of
 the studies were conducted in the United States, and the rest of
 the studies were from The Netherlands (n=1), Italy (n=1), Cyprus
 (n=1), and one study from six Asian countries. Eight studies had
 been published between 2004 and 2008 and 12 between 2009
 and October 2013.

Of the total 20 included studies, 14 used quantitative
 methodology, four used qualitative methodology, and two studies
 combined quantitative and qualitative methodologies.

Patient groups were all defned by their health conditions.
 Diabetes was by far the most common disease type targeted by
 ICT-CCM implementation studies and accounts for 10 studies of
 the 20 included studies.

The summary of studies and the diseases that they looked at, the
 components of the CCM they focused on, and the type of ICT
 intervention they implemented are presented in Multimedia
 Appendix 2.

Presentation and Discussion of Thematic Analysis

ICT to Support Patient-Provider Interaction
“Productive interactions” is a critical dimension of CCM and thus
 of particular interest in this study. A total of 13 out of the 20
 papers had ICT-CCM interventions that supported
 communication between patients and health care providers.
 Seven of these were one way (from providers to patients), while
 six offered patients the option to communicate with their
 providers using the designated ICT. However, for the most part,
 patients were involved by submitting predefned measures such
 as signs and symptoms, that is, providing clinical decision
 support for clinicians and/or patients.

Emails or text messages using mobile phones, secure Web-
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based systems, and telephone lines were found in 62% (8/13) of
 the studies that had a primary focus on patient-provider
 communication [26-33]. This included secure communications
 that also allowed patients to have full [30] or partial [27,29]
 access to their electronic health records (EHRs). Additional
 support included functions such as preventive health reminders,
 disease-specifc information, self-care advice as a response to
 symptoms and test results, medication refll, appointment
 booking, laboratory test results, clinic visit summaries, lists of
 allergies, immunization status, and biometrics [27,31,34]. (See
 Multimedia Appendix 2.)

The second most common means of patient-provider
 communications were telephones (n=5), which we included to
 capture usage of mobile phones. However, only one study [30]
 used smartphones, two studies used text messaging [32,33], one
 used analogue telephone lines to transfer data [26], while three
 used ordinary voice telephony [35-37]. In some of these studies,
 telephone calls were the only means health care providers had
 to reach their patients [34-36]. This was done to remind patients
 when their tests were overdue [34], to provide self-management
 support to patients using either computer-assisted health
 education scripts [35], or as scheduled weekly calls to support
 self-management [36].

Video technology was only used in the Darkins and colleagues
 [26] study, and only as a tool to support patients needing
 assistance on how to use their other communication devices and
 biometric devices to send data to their health care providers. It
 was reported that it was hardly used. Finally, fax was used for
 daily data feeds from independent laboratories and automatic
 test interpretations were sent by fax and mail to providers and
 patients if not easily reached by electronic networks [31].

In light of the importance CCM places on “productive interactions”
 and facilitating self-management, it is somewhat surprising that
 so few studies (six) in our sample appear to leverage ICT for this
 purpose. Seven of the studies had one-way communication
 (provider to patient) without offering rationales. The degree to
 which patients actually were engaged in the management of their
 care is apparently assumed, but little illuminated. 
ICT for Providers Across CCM Components 
Seven of the 20 papers primarily focused on communication
 between health care providers and/or targeted the “clinical
 decision-making” component. Interventions in this category
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 included physician education and feedback to physicians [38],
 provider feedback with guideline-driven medication assistance
 prompts [39], Web-based clinical decision support for providers
 [40], specialist and primary care physician email communication
 [41], and secure communication between psychiatric care team
 composed of primary care physicians, psychiatrists, and
 supporting nurses [42]. Other similar interventions included a
 Web-based decision support program that also provided
 feedback report to patients [43], a Web-based decision support
 system [40,42], and a Web-based feedback to clinicians with a
 simultaneous feedback report system for patients [39].
 Implementation of EMRs and computerized disease registries to
 help support clinical data collection [24,38,42] were also among
 the ICT interventions.

While clinical decision support and effective provider-provider
 communication are vital components in CCM, it was often diffcult
 to decipher how the interventions were expected to more
 specifcally contribute either to the “informed activated patient”,
 the “prepared proactive team”, or both. Further, descriptions of
 how the interventions were expected to interact with, or at least
 complement, other CCM-components such as “self-management
 support” or “delivery system design” were typically lacking. In
 these cases, it was not apparent why CCM was used as a
 framework at all.
The CCM − ICT Gap
The ICTs in the included studies can be characterized as “old-
fashioned” (with the exception of an unsuccessful experiment
 with gaming technology [30]). None of the studies in our sample
 were published in technical research venues. This apparent
 neglect of ICT research and innovation to embrace state-of-the-
art approaches to solutions for chronic care is worth noting and
 may refect a number of factors.

First, ICT innovations that are introduced into health care typically
 need to interact with pre-existing, often highly complex and
 infexible systems, such as EHR. Testing ICT innovations in real-
life clinical practices, even “simple” plug-in interventions, often
 require developing interfaces with EHR systems, which in itself
 can be costly and complex both legally and organizationally. This
 may discourage decision-makers in health care organizations
 from embarking on innovation processes. Technologists on the
 other hand need expeditious environments where they can
 iteratively test and evolve innovations before market deployment.
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Second, ICT research faces the same type of “translational”
 challenge as medical research. ICT research typically tests
 “hypotheses” through prototypes which, as with medical research
 fndings, often fail to translate into contexts of practice [44]. It can
 be argued that many ICTs could be well suited for solutions in
 chronic care, had broader frameworks (eg, CCM) been used to
 facilitate the multidisciplinary and stakeholder dialogue
 necessary for adapting and applying innovative solutions to
 contexts of practice.

Third, ICT-interventions involving patients face digital divide
 issues related to accessibility regardless of income and digital
 literacy. Important work in addressing this challenge is found in
 ICT research and innovation explicitly targeting elderly
 populations, and is often referred to as “independent or assisted-
living technologies” [45] and “welfare technologies” [12]. Inspired
 by disability research, these domains more explicitly adhere to
 universal design principles and low-cost accessibility. We were
 somewhat surprised that our study did not detect any work from
 this area, possibly refecting sectorial distinctions between health
 care (from which CCM emerged) and disability/social services
 (from which welfare technologies emerged).

It would be worthwhile to explore more closely the causes of the
 apparent gap between CCM and ICT innovation, as well as the
 potential of CCM to facilitate productive synergies with work
 being conducted on welfare technologies.
CCM Lost in Translation
In most of the articles in this review, authors start by describing
 thoroughly all the components of the CCM and how important it
 is to integrate them in their upcoming implementation. However,
 there was a tendency to restrict the interventions to selected
 CCM components during the course of the implementation
 process. For example, Samoutis and colleagues [46] discussed
 all the components of the CCM in the planning phase, but
 dropped self-management support and utilization of community
 resources during the intervention, without offering rationales.
 Some explicitly limited their focus to certain components of the
 CCM, while the study by Darkins and colleagues was the only
 study where ICT interventions supported more or less all six
 components of the CCM [26].

The CCM components most focused upon in our included studies
 were delivery system design, decision support, and self-
management support. The CCM components that were least
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 associated with ICT implementation were community resources
 and health system organization. While the frst is an obvious
 candidate for facilitation through social media, none of the
 studies reviewed suggested this.

Inconsistency in the integration and application of the CCM
 components was observed throughout our sample. Almost none
 of the CCM-ICT interventions that we have included are alike, or
 follow the same pattern of implementation. Also, CCM’s basic
 principles of patient engagement, that is, shared decision making
 toward a care plan aligned with patient needs, values, and
 preferences were barely detected in our sample.

These observations probably refect the nature of CCM. It is an
 overarching framework for entire health care system design. To
 be useful, it needs to be operationalized and tailored to local
 context. This process has no guidelines. We see that the dual
 focus on the two main components (patients and teams) is often
 lost in this process.

CCM’s strength is its general and overarching focus on all system
 components, which has inspired health care reforms across the
 world. We have identifed an important gap between the agenda
 of health care and the agenda of ICI research domains. The ICT
 world does not seem to know or understand the language and
 challenges represented by the CCM. Equally, the CCM
 champions do not seem to be aware of or capable of applying
 novel technologies in their approaches. 
Organizational and ICT Challenges
While few of the studies offered details about challenges, we
 noted the following: only a few studies managed to fund the
 interventions after the research/pilot projects ended [35,47].
 Handing over the programs to non-proft managed care
 organizations was found to be one solution to sustain the
 programs [35]. Challenges also included provider resistance to
 using secure electronic messaging [29], along with challenges
 with the ICT itself, which ranged from minor technical problems
 [28] to absence of ICT resources (eg, computers, patient
 websites, and medical records) for successful integration of
 CCM-ICT interventions [27,24,47].

The lack of access to, for example, the Internet was also
 mentioned as a challenge, particularly for patients with low
 socioeconomic status or old age [27]. Individuals who are
 uninsured or publicly insured or those with communication
 barriers with limited literacy or limited language profciency were
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 also seen to be challenged by traditional mobile text messaging
 [36]. Similarly, use of unfamiliar ICT for patients and non-age
 appropriate ICT caused intermittent technical diffculties in
 uploading self-monitored blood glucose values [30]. Innovations
 to lessen the digital divide should be a major concern for further
 policies in chronic care.

Discussion

Principal Findings

This scoping study offers insights into the state of work being
 done at the crossroads of CCM and ICT with the intention of
 pinpointing possible gaps and synergies. The following is worth
 noting from this study.

The identifed gap between CCM-inspired policy reforms and
 research and ICT research and innovation gives rise to important
 questions. What signifcant synergies can be leveraged by
 explicitly linking ICT research and innovation to CCM-based
 interventions? For example, what can the ICT research domain
 of Computer Supported Cooperative Work contribute in
 enhancing CCM’s productive interactions between patients and
 proactive care teams? The introduction of patients into
 cooperative work processes raises a range of issues that are
 both exciting and potentially of enormous impact. Exploring this
 potential would be worthwhile.

ICT innovations championed under headings such as “assisted
 living” and “welfare technologies” would seem well suited in
 supporting informed and active patients, and linking them to
 proactive care teams. Arguably, this would also help address
 digital divide issues noted in this review. Nevertheless, our study
 did not detect that this is happening. Rather, much of the work
 can be characterized by traditional medical informatics that
 supports the clinical work of providers.

Existing ICT infrastructures in health care (eg, EMR, data security
 issues) and the complexities, costs, and risks involved in
 changing them probably represent major barriers to innovation. It
 is perhaps not a coincidence that the Darkins study from the
 Veterans Administration was the most comprehensive both in
 terms of CCM and ICT. For health system organizations built
 around separate administrative levels of care, the complexities of
 negotiating innovative models of care across entities are even
 greater. Establishing large-scale living labs [48] or intermediate
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 platforms for research and innovation that can safely interact
 with existing systems without disrupting ordinary clinical services
 may be one way of facilitating iterative innovation processes.

CCM offers a framework to aid communication across research
 domains and stakeholders. Other frameworks (eg, Patient-
Centered Medical Homes [49]) can serve the same purpose
 assuming that they are supported by evidence and can facilitate
 communication between research domains and stakeholders.
 Given the complexities of chronic care, and the enormity of
 efforts needed to improve it, common frameworks such as CCM
 can increase the likelihood that the multitude of projects and
 innovations can be more systematically applied and assessed in
 terms of how well they contribute to improving the overall care
 delivered.

Strengths and Limitations

Limiting our search to CCM is both a strength and weakness. The
 obvious weakness is that relevant work using similar models and
 concepts referred to in the chronic care literature are not
 included in the study. Thus, we cannot claim to offer a total
 overview of what is happening at the crossroads of chronic care
 and ICT research and innovation. The strength of limiting our
 search to CCM is that it is clearly defned, it is currently
 recognized as the best synthesis of evidence, and it serves as a
 framework for health system redesign in Western countries [2,3].
 Also, most other system models for chronic care build on, or are
 an adaptation of, the CCM in some way. Thus, we are confdent
 that our observations are relevant and worth attention also for
 those applying other chronic care frameworks. Another strength
 of this study is the novel approach to identifying synergies
 between domains of chronic care and ICT research and
 innovation. Identifying gaps and synergies is an important step in
 leveraging the resources of these domains to meet the massive
 challenges of chronic and lifestyle-related diseases.

Conclusions

Efforts to bridge the gaps identifed in this study need explicit and
 urgent attention as the synergies between domains of research
 have enormous potential. Policy makers, journals in the health-
ICT feld, and funding agencies need to facilitate the joining of
 forces between high-tech innovative expertise and experts in
 chronic care health system redesign that is required for tackling
 the epidemic of long-term multiple conditions in populations.
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